Mininet as a Container Based Emulator for Software Defined Networks
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Mininet is network emulation software that allows launching a virtual network with switches, hosts and an SDN controller all with a single command on a single Linux kernel. It is a great way to start learning about SDN and OpenFlow as well as test SDN controller and SDN applications. Mininet can be used to deploy large networks on a single computer or virtual machine provided with limited resources. It is freely available open source software that emulates OpenFlow device and SDN controllers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mininet is a network emulator which runs collection of end-hosts, switches, routers and links on a single Linux kernel. Mininet [1] emulate compete network on a single virtual machine, running the same kernel system and user code by using lightweight virtualization. Mininet’s virtual hosts, switches, links and controllers are the real things only difference is that they are just created using software rather than hardware (Fig 1). Mininet allows the user to easily create, customize, share and test SDN networks. Mininet can emulate OpenFlow device and SDN controllers. Mininet can simulate SDN networks, can run a controller for experiments [2]. Mininet’s VM include couple of SDN controllers to emulate real world scenarios. The default controllers such as POX [3], are good for implementing advance concepts.

II. MININET AND SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING

Initially, Mininet was created by a group of professors at Stanford University to be used as a tool to research and to teach network technologies. Now a day, Mininet is designed to easily create virtual software defined networks consisting of an OpenFlow controller [4], a flat Ethernet network of multiple OpenFlow enabled Ethernet, switches and multiple hosts connected to those switches. It has built-in functions that support using different types of controllers and switches. We can create also complex custom scenarios using the Mininet Python API [5].

SDN switches, hosts, controllers and links can be created by typing commands through Mininet’s command line interface as shown in Fig 2. Sudo mn is a command which is used to create two hosts with 1 switch and a controller. SDN architecture decouples the network control and forwarding functions enabling the network control to become directly programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted for applications and network services. The OpenFlow [6] protocol is a foundational element for building SDN solutions. OpenFlow is a standard protocol that is used to provide a communication between controller, control plane and data plane respectively.
III. MININET BASIC COMMANDS

Mininet command line interface is very easy to use. In order to inspect and control each network element from the command line, Mininet [7] provides a number of commands. Some useful Mininet commands are as listed below:

1) **help**: it is used to see a list of available commands (Fig 3).

2) **nodes**: it is used to see list of nodes available (Fig 4).
3) **dump**: it lists information about the nodes, switches and controllers in the simulated network (Fig 4).
4) **link**: it tells us which host and switches are connected to each other.
5) **net**: it is similar to link, it shows how network elements are connected to each other in the simulated network (Fig 4).
6) **ping**: it shows the connectivity between particular hosts (Fig 4).
7) **pingall**: it displays the connectivity between all hosts and tells us which hosts are connected to each other.
8) **Pingallfull**: it gives more detail about how the hosts are connected. It will tell us minimum, average and maximum time between two hosts in ms.
9) **iperf**: it is generally used for tcp connection, it is used to test bandwidth between hosts (Fig 5).
10) **eof**: it is used for exiting the current topology.
11) **exit**: it is similar to eof, it is also used to exit from topology (Fig 5).
Fig 5 showing iperf and exit commands using Mininet

12) iperfudp: it is similar to iperf, but used for UDP connections instead of TCP connections.
13) ifconfig: it is used to check the IP address of a virtual host.
14) xterm: it is used to open a new window connected to a node.
15) intfs: it displays the interfaces which are connected.
16) dpctl: it is used to view the flows in switch table.

IV. MININET TOPOLOGIES

Mininet topologies are basically classified into two types

A. Default Topologies

Mininet contains five default topologies [8] such as minimal, single, reversed, linear and tree. Network controller is denoted by C0, switches are denoted by S1 to Sn and hosts are denoted by H1 to Hn in the figures used to represent these topologies.

These topologies are briefly explained below:

1) Minimal: It contains 1 controller, 1 Open-Flow switch and two hosts by creating link between switch and hosts (Fig 10). Topology creation through command line is as shown in Fig 6.

Fig 6 Creating minimal topology using Mininet

2) Single: It contains 1 switch and having n number of hosts (Fig 11). Topology creation through command line is as shown in Fig 7.

Fig 7 Creating single topology using Mininet

3) Reversed: It is similar to single topology but having connection in reverse order.
4) Linear: It contains n-number of switches having n-number of hosts linked to switches in linear order as shown in Fig 12. Topology creation through command line is as shown in Fig 8.
5) **Tree**: It contains n-level of switches and hosts are attached to lower level switches as shown in the Fig 13. Topology creation through command line is as shown in Fig 9.

**B. Custom Topologies**

Custom topologies [1] in Mininet can be created by using Python code. These topologies are run in Mininet by using commands. Python API [5] use its own classes, methods, functions and variables to create these topologies.

**V. CAPTURING MININET TRAFFIC USING WIRESHARK**

To monitor the communication between the controller and any switches in the simulated network, we start Wireshark and capture traffic on Mininet VM’s loopback interface. Wireshark must be started with superuser privileges so on the Mininet VM terminal.

We set Wireshark [9] to capture packet on the Mininet VM’s loopback interface. In Wireshark program, click on the menu command and then capture → interface, then select the interface and press the start button as shown in Fig 14.
Since many processes are passing information through the loopback interface, we can apply filter on the Open-Flow message by entering the ‘of’ expression into the Wireshark filter box and click Apply as shown in Fig 15.

![Fig 15 Applying filter on Open-Flow messages](image)

Now we see the Wireshark window open and monitoring for Open-Flow messages between the Controller and the Switch (Fig 16).

![Fig 16 Wireshark window monitoring for Open-Flow messages between the Controller and the Switch](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

Mininet is open source Network emulation software whose switches are programmed using the Open-Flow protocol. Software Defined Network design that run on Mininet can easily be transferred to hardware Open-Flow Switches for line rate packet forwarding. The program that run on Mininet can send packet with a given link speed and delay through an interface which look like a real Ethernet interface. Packets get processed by an interface which looks similar to actual Ethernet switch, router or middlebox. Mininet’s virtual hosts, switches, links and controllers are programmable items which look like real hardware items. Major limitation of Mininet is that it can emulate networks using slower links and it is not efficient for high speed links, it is because packets are forwarded by a collection of software switches that share CPU and memory resources and usually have lower performance than dedicated switching hardware. Using Mininet, it is also difficult to emulate the networks that are spread over a large scale.
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